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Keep Her Safe Grand Central Publishing
In this latest adrenaline-charged thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Stuart Woods, Stone Barrington takes on a vengeful rival. Stone Barrington is
looking forward to some quiet time in New York City, until he is asked to transport
precious, top-secret cargo across the Atlantic. Taking on the challenge, Stone flies
off unaware of what—or who—he is bringing with him. But his plans to lie low are
quickly spoiled when a dangerous dispatcher tracks down Stone and his tantalizing
mystery guest, intent on payback—and silencing anyone who poses a threat. From
the English countryside to the balmy beaches of Key West, Stone is on an
international mission to hide and protect those closest to him.
A Place of Greater Safety Penguin
Set during the French Revolution, this "riveting historical novel" ("The New Yorker") is the story of
three young provincials who together helped destroy a way of life and, in the process, destroyed
themselves.
You Will Be Safe Here BEYOND BOOKS HUB
A kidnapped girl survived twelve nightmarish years. Now she's safely back home . . . or is
she? Jenny Kristal was six years old when she was snatched off the sidewalk from her quiet
suburban neighborhood. Twelve years later, she's miraculously returned home after escaping
her kidnappers—but as her parents and older brother welcome her back, the questions begin to
mount. Where has she been all these years? Why is she back now? And is home really the
safest place for her . . . or for any of them? “Fantastically good—dark yet compellingly upbeat,
and insanely suspenseful . . . Even the twists have twists.”—Lee Child, #1 New York Times
bestselling author “Dark, compulsive, full of OMG moments. If you think you know where
it’s going . . . YOU DON’T. This is one you won’t forget in a hurry.”—Lisa Jewell, New
York Times bestselling author of Then She Was Gone
Parenting Matters HarperCollins
A memoir done in the form of a graphic novel by a cult favorite comic artist offers a darkly funny family
portrait that details her relationship with her father--a funeral home director, high school English teacher,
and closeted homosexual.
The Last Safe Place Harper Collins
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction
books of all time From the Modern Library’s new set of beautifully
repackaged hardcover classics by Truman Capote—also available are
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Other Voices, Other Rooms (in one
volume), Portraits and Observations, and The Complete Stories
Truman Capote’s masterpiece, In Cold Blood, created a sensation
when it was first published, serially, in The New Yorker in 1965.
The intensively researched, atmospheric narrative of the lives of
the Clutter family of Holcomb, Kansas, and of the two men, Richard
Eugene Hickock and Perry Edward Smith, who brutally killed them on
the night of November 15, 1959, is the seminal work of the “new
journalism.” Perry Smith is one of the great dark characters of
American literature, full of contradictory emotions. “I thought he
was a very nice gentleman,” he says of Herb Clutter. “Soft-spoken.
I thought so right up to the moment I cut his throat.” Told in
chapters that alternate between the Clutter household and the

approach of Smith and Hickock in their black Chevrolet, then between
the investigation of the case and the killers’ flight, Capote’s
account is so detailed that the reader comes to feel almost like a
participant in the events.
Be Safe I Love You Ballantine Books
#1 New York Times Best Seller! "Eleanor & Park reminded me not just what
it's like to be young and in love with a girl, but also what it's like to
be young and in love with a book."-John Green, The New York Times Book
Review Bono met his wife in high school, Park says. So did Jerry Lee
Lewis, Eleanor answers. I'm not kidding, he says. You should be, she
says, we're 16. What about Romeo and Juliet? Shallow, confused, then
dead. I love you, Park says. Wherefore art thou, Eleanor answers. I'm not
kidding, he says. You should be. Set over the course of one school year
in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits-smart enough to
know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough
to try. When Eleanor meets Park, you'll remember your own first love-and
just how hard it pulled you under. A New York Times Best Seller! A 2014
Michael L. Printz Honor Book for Excellence in Young Adult Literature
Eleanor & Park is the winner of the 2013 Boston Globe Horn Book Award for
Best Fiction Book. A Publishers Weekly Best Children's Book of 2013 A New
York Times Book Review Notable Children's Book of 2013 A Kirkus Reviews
Best Teen Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013

Fly Away Home Highbrow Productions Incorporated
"One Sunday, nine-year-old Jess Hall watches in horror as his
autistic brother is smothered during a healing service in the
mountains of North Carolina. The unimaginable violence that follows
must be untangled by a local sheriff with his own tragic past."
--Publisher description.
ANTHEM Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Li'l Petey, Flippy, and Molly introduce twenty-one rambunctious, funny,
and talented baby frogs to the art of comic making. As the story unwinds
with mishaps and hilarity, readers get to see the progress, mistakes, and
improvements that come with practice and persistence.

Safe at Home Penguin
In a small North Carolina town, a mysterious and beautiful
woman running from her past slowly falls for a kind-hearted
store owner . . . until dark secrets begin to threaten her new
life. When a mysterious young woman named Katie appears in the
small North Carolina town of Southport, her sudden arrival
raises questions about her past. Beautiful yet self-effacing,
Katie seems determined to avoid forming personal ties until a
series of events draws her into two reluctant relationships:
one with Alex, a widowed store owner with a kind heart and two
young children; and another with her plainspoken single
neighbor, Jo. Despite her reservations, Katie slowly begins to
let down her guard, putting down roots in the close-knit
community and becoming increasingly attached to Alex and his
family. But even as Katie begins to fall in love, she
struggles with the dark secret that still haunts and terrifies
her . . . a past that set her on a fearful, shattering journey
across the country, to the sheltered oasis of Southport. With
Jo's empathetic and stubborn support, Katie eventually
realizes that she must choose between a life of transient
safety and one of riskier rewards . . . and that in the
darkest hour, love is the only true safe haven.
Plume
A sweeping saga in the vein of Ask Again, Yes following a foster family

through almost a decade of dazzling triumph and wrenching heartbreak—from
the author of The Orphans at Race Point. Set in the late 1950s through
1960s in a small town in Massachusetts, All the Children Are Home follows
the Moscatelli family—Dahlia and Louie, foster parents, and their long-
term foster children Jimmy, Zaidie, and Jon—and the irrevocable changes
in their lives when a six-year-old indigenous girl, Agnes, comes to live
with them. When Dahlia decided to become a foster mother, she had a few
caveats: no howling newborns, no delinquents, and above all, no girls. A
harrowing incident years before left her a virtual prisoner in her own
home, forever wary of the heartbreak and limitation of a girl’s life.
Eleven years after they began fostering, Dahlia and Louie consider their
family complete, but when the social worker begs them to take a young
girl who has been horrifically abused and neglected, they can’t say no.
Six-year-old Agnes Juniper arrives with no knowledge of her Native
American heritage or herself beyond a box of trinkets given to her by her
mother and dreamlike memories of her sister. As the years pass and
outside forces threaten to tear them apart, the children, now young
adults, must find the courage and resilience to save themselves and each
other. Heartfelt and enthralling, All the Children Are Home is a moving
testament to the enduring power of love in the face of devastating loss.

Safe and Sound Modern Library
‘Tense’ Araminta Hall ‘Compelling’ Debbie Howells ‘Engrossing,
twisty tale’ Nell Pattison

Safe Haven Dutton
Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child
dyad and the environment of the familyâ€"which includes all
primary caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's well-
being and healthy development. From birth, children are
learning and rely on parents and the other caregivers in their
lives to protect and care for them. The impact of parents may
never be greater than during the earliest years of life, when
a child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of
her or his experiences are created and shaped by parents and
the family environment. Parents help children build and refine
their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their
health and well-being during childhood and beyond. The
experience of parenting also impacts parents themselves. For
instance, parenting can enrich and give focus to parents'
lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of
emotions, including feelings of happiness, sadness,
fulfillment, and anger. Parenting of young children today
takes place in the context of significant ongoing
developments. These include: a rapidly growing body of science
on early childhood, increases in funding for programs and
services for families, changing demographics of the U.S.
population, and greater diversity of family structure.
Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by
technology and increased access to information about
parenting. Parenting Matters identifies parenting knowledge,
attitudes, and practices associated with positive
developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8;
universal/preventive and targeted strategies used in a variety
of settings that have been effective with parents of young
children and that support the identified knowledge, attitudes,
and practices; and barriers to and facilitators for parents'
use of practices that lead to healthy child outcomes as well
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as their participation in effective programs and services. This
report makes recommendations directed at an array of
stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale adoption of
effective programs and services for parents and on areas that
warrant further research to inform policy and practice. It is
meant to serve as a roadmap for the future of parenting policy,
research, and practice in the United States.
All the Children Are Home Colchis Books
Shortlisted for the Saltire Society Literary Awards Named One of the Best
Books of the Year by NPR An extraordinary debut that explores legacies of
abuse, redemption, and the strength of the human spirit--from the Boer
Wars in South Africa to brutal wilderness camps for teenage boys. South
Africa, 1901. It is the height of the second Boer War. Sarah van der Watt
and her six-year-old son Fred are forced from their home on Mulberry
Farm. As the polite invaders welcome them to Bloemfontein Concentration
Camp they promise Sarah and Fred that they will be safe there. 2014.
Sixteen-year-old Willem is an outsider. Hoping he will become the man she
wants him to be, his Ma and her boyfriend force Willem to attend the New
Dawn Safari Training Camp where they are proud to make men out of boys.
They promise that he will be safe there. You Will Be Safe Here is a
powerful and urgent novel of two connected South African stories.
Inspired by real events, it uncovers a hidden colonial history, reveals a
dark contemporary secret, and explores the legacy of violence and our
will to survive.

A Safe and Happy Place Simon and Schuster
A kidnapped girl survived twelve nightmarish years. Now she's
safely back home . . . or is she? Jenny Kristal was six years old
when she was snatched off the sidewalk from her quiet suburban
neighborhood. Twelve years later, she's miraculously returned home
after escaping her kidnappers--but as her parents and older brother
welcome her back, the questions begin to mount. Where has she been
all these years? Why is she back now? And is home really the safest
place for her . . . or for any of them? "Fantastically good--dark
yet compellingly upbeat, and insanely suspenseful ... Even the
twists have twists." --Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling
author "Dark, compulsive, full of OMG moments. If you think you
know where it's going ... YOU DON'T. This is one you won't forget
in a hurry." --Lisa Jewell, New York Times bestselling author of
Then She Was Gone
The Bridge Home Life Remotely
One of today’s most compelling voices in women’s fiction, acclaimed
novelist Jean Reynolds Page delivers a story of unanticipated
familial ties, exploring with compassion and humor the hope,
forgiveness, and sometimes just plain tolerance necessary to hold a
family together. Safe Within is rich with heart and Southern
atmosphere, as a loving wife, facing an almost unbearable impending
tragedy, returns with her husband and son to Lowfield, North
Carolina—and to a cabin high up in the trees—where she must contend
with, and somehow make peace with, an infuriatingly eccentric
mother-in-law. Readers touched by this author’s earlier
work—including the much beloved The Space between Before and
After—can rejoice, and fans of Jodi Picoult and Jacquelyn Mitchard
will be adding another name to their list of favorites authors.

Surviving Home Simon and Schuster
The face of the pedestrian safety crisis looks a lot like
Ignacio Duarte-Rodriguez. The 77-year old grandfather was
struck in a hit-and-run crash while trying to cross a high-
speed, six-lane road without crosswalks near his son’s home in
Phoenix, Arizona. He was one of the more than 6,000 people
killed while walking in America in 2018. In the last ten
years, there has been a 50 percent increase in pedestrian
deaths. The tragedy of traffic violence has barely registered
with the media and wider culture. Disproportionately the
victims are like Duarte-Rodriguez—immigrants, the poor, and
people of color. They have largely been blamed and forgotten.
In Right of Way, journalist Angie Schmitt shows us that deaths

like Duarte-Rodriguez’s are not unavoidable “accidents.” They
don’t happen because of jaywalking or distracted walking. They
are predictable, occurring in stark geographic patterns that
tell a story about systemic inequality. These deaths are the
forgotten faces of an increasingly urgent public-health crisis
that we have the tools, but not the will, to solve. Schmitt
examines the possible causes of the increase in pedestrian
deaths as well as programs and movements that are beginning to
respond to the epidemic. Her investigation unveils why
pedestrians are dying—and she demands action. Right of Way is a
call to reframe the problem, acknowledge the role of racism and
classism in the public response to these deaths, and energize
advocacy around road safety. Ultimately, Schmitt argues that we
need improvements in infrastructure and changes to policy to
save lives. Right of Way unveils a crisis that is rooted in
both inequality and the undeterred reign of the automobile in
our cities. It challenges us to imagine and demand safer and
more equitable cities, where no one is expendable.
Safe from the Sea Penguin
"Against the dramatic Northern Minnesota lakeshore, a son and
his father reconnect thirty-five years after the father has
survived the tragic wreck of a Great Lakes ore boat."--Back
cover.
Home Harper Collins
Winner of the First Annual McIntyre’s Fine Books Mystery Prize
“Safe is a propulsive thriller that confirms Ryan Gattis as
one of our most gifted novelists.” —Michael Connelly, author
of The Wrong Side of Goodbye Ryan Gattis' gritty, fast-paced
thriller, Safe, hurtles readers toward a shocking conclusion
that asks the toughest question of all: how far would you go
to protect the ones you love? Ricky ‘Ghost’ Mendoza, Jr. is
trying to be good. In recovery and working as a freelance
safecracker for the DEA, the FBI, and any other government
agency willing to pay him, Ghost is determined to live clean
for the rest of his days. And maybe he could, if the most
important person in his life hadn’t gotten into serious
financial trouble. To fix it, all Ghost has to do is crack a
safe and steal drug money from under the noses of the gangs
and the Feds without getting caught. Or killed. Rudy ‘Glasses’
Reyes runs drugs and cleans up messes for the baddest of bad
men. When Ghost hits one of his safes, Glasses must hunt him
down or be held accountable. But Glasses is worried about more
than just money. The heist puts everything in his life at
risk—his livelihood, his freedom, even his family.
Other Words for Home Liveright Publishing
Returning with deep psychological scars after a tour of duty in Iraq,
soldier Lauren Clay guides her younger brother to an upstate New York oil
field that has become the subject of her obsession and begins teaching
him survival skills while revealing herexperiences.
In Cold Blood Home Safe
Hailed by The New York Times as "a compelling dystopian look at paranoia
from one of the most unique and perceptive writers of our time," this
brief, captivating novel offers a cautionary tale. The story unfolds
within a society in which all traces of individualism have been
eliminated from every aspect of life — use of the word "I" is a capital
offense. The hero, a rebel who discovers that man's greatest moral duty
is the pursuit of his own happiness, embodies the values the author
embraced in her personal philosophy of objectivism: reason, ethics,
volition, and individualism. Anthem anticipates the themes Ayn Rand
explored in her later masterpieces, The Fountainhead and Atlas Shrugged.
Publisher's Weekly acclaimed it as "a diamond in the rough, often dwarfed
by the superstar company it keeps with the author's more popular work,
but every bit as gripping, daring, and powerful." Anthem is a dystopian
fiction novella by Ayn Rand, written in 1937 and first published in 1938
in England. It takes place at some unspecified future date when mankind

has entered another dark age characterized by irrationality, collectivism,
and socialistic thinking and economics. Technological advancement is now
carefully planned (when it is allowed to occur at all) and the concept of
individuality has been eliminated.
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